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should therefore be used, and the weakest section should be made as long as possible. Wrought iron will be used whose tensile strength is 50,000 Ibs. per square inch. The stress given is the maximum accidental stress, and is four times the working stress. It is not, therefore, necessary to give the bolts great excess of strength over that necessary to resist actual rupture by the accidental force. Let the factor of safety be 2. This will keep the maximum fiber stress within the elastic limit. Then the cross-sectional area of each bolt must be such that it will just sustain 10,000X2=20,000 Ibs. This area is equal to 20,000-^-50,000=0.4 sq. in. This area corresponds to a diameter of 0.71 inch, and that is nearly the diameter of a -£-inch bolt at the bottom of the thread; hence J-inch bolts will be used. The cross-sectional area of the body of the bolt must now be made at least as small as that at the bottom of the thread. This may be accomplished by drilling.
97. Jam-nuts.—When bolts are subjected to constant vibration, there is a tendency for the nuts to loosen. There are many ways to prevent this, but the most common one is by the use of jam-nuts. Two nuts are screwed on the bolt; the under one is set up against the surface of the part to be held in place, and then while this nut is held with a wrench the other nut is screwed up against it tightly. Suppose that the bolt has its axis vertical and that the nuts are screwed on the upper end. The nuts being screwed against each other, the upper one has its internal screw surfaces forced against the under screw surfaces of the bolt, and if there is any lost motion, as there almost always is, there will be no -contact between the upper surfaces of the screw on the bolt and the threads of the nut. Just the reverse is true of the under nut; i.e., there is no contact between the under surfaces of the threads on the bolt and the threads on the nut. Therefore no pressure that comes from the under side of the under nut can be communicated to the bolt through the under nut

